SPECTRUM
DC Infrastructure with Cloud Economics
Solution Description

THE NEED
FACTS
Modern IT infrastructure is making it possible to rapidly deliver services, optimize core business
operations, enable service agility while fostering business growth. Your IT infrastructure needs to
respond quickly to challenges with flexibility and adaptability, the characteristics of Cloud based
compute service.

Organisations want that Cloud-like experience, but it must come in an era where no one cloud can
meet all the needs of the business, data sovereignty is becoming a major issue and rigid local
infrastructure limits the capabilities of IT.
Spectrum offers a consumption-based IT infrastructure service named Spectrum DC Infrastructure
with Cloud Economics. The service provides your organisation with scalable and flexible IT
infrastructure. Spectrum team of experts can help remove complexity and create a total solution
across workloads. Our mission is to make IT infrastructure simple yet powerful.

PROBLEM
 With traditional
computing, businesses
face high capital
expenditure
 The need to use out-ofdate technology due to
budget and resource
limitations is, well, an
out-of-date trend
 Business computing
used to be something
only
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THE TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION
The service provides your organisation the flexibility of the public cloud on-premises and under
your control. Complete IT Solution with hardware, software, and expertise on-premises in a payper-use model. Spectrum assumes the implementation of the solution, enabling the IT team to
focus on business objectives.

Free up time for your IT staff to handle neglected tasks, like the strategy and planning that lead to
innovation. A modern, connected, reliable and highly available infrastructure to meet the
unpredictable workload growth. Enjoy piece of mind with capacity that’s actively monitored,
managed and easily ramped up ahead of workload demand.
Spectrum team is accustomed to handling complex projects and environments with mission-critical
applications. We can help you comfortably house your core applications within a local cloud
environment and even enable you to tailor it for your own innovation initiatives. All these are
delivered on-premises for the security and control needed to meet any regulatory or business
demands.

SOLUTION
 Accelerate Innovation
 Faster time to Value
 Drive simplicity through the IT
lifecycle
 Optimised Infrastructure
 Advisory, Professional and
Operational Services
 Consumption based IT
Infrastructure
 Pro-active capacity planning
 Outsourced upgrade cycles
 Lower TCO
 On-premise
 Cloud-like experience
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BUSINESS VALUES

Reduce Time

Reduction

To get new resources to your users

Of security data risk

Increase

Modern and up to date

Overall productivity

With the latest technology
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